Abstract-The theory on autopilot design of non-rolling missile has been well developed, but the perfect theory on autopilot design of rolling missile has not come into being. Aiming at this problem, the coherence research on autopilot is carried out based on the analysis of scope and frequency area. And the primary coherence condition is given. With the research work, it is expected that the answer can be gotten about with which condition controller design of rolling missile can be translated into controller design of non-rolling missile. Finally, the actuator delay problem of rolling missile is researched, too.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, a complete design method on autopilot design of rolling missile has not come into being, and the empirical method and method of the trial and error is widely used in engineering.
Considering the design of autopilot of non-rolling missile has perfect theory, a method is to design autopilot of rolling missile with non-rolling assumption firstly, and then to eliminate the effect of rotation with compensation algorithm design.
The premise of this method is that the control performance of missile regardless of rotation or non-rotation is same or basically same. However, not all of the autopilot structures can satisfy the premise. Aiming at this problem, the coherence problem on autopilot is carried out in this paper, it is expected with research work that the answer can be gotten about with which condition controller design of rolling missile can be translated into controller design of non-rolling missile.
II. COHERENCE CONDITION ANALYSES
To research the coherence problem, the quasi body coordinate system is given firstly, and the transformation between the quasi body coordinate system 1 Oy is described as follows:
The closed loop transfer function of typical autopilot is no zero pole, so there is
With this,
With condition of rolling, the command of along direction of axis 11 Oy is
The response of axis 11
Oy is described as follows:
In order to ensure coherence of control performance between rolling missile autopilot and non-rolling missile autopilot, conditions as follows should be satisfied:
The approximate condition of coherence is given as follows:
Where, A  and   are small non-negative value, and the approximate condition of coherence becomes strict condition of coherence with zero value of
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III. COHERENCE ANALYSES OF SEVERAL AUTOPILOT

STRUCTURES
According to the conclusion of the above theoretical analysis, coherence analyses of several autopilot structures will be researched, including open-loop autopilot, angular rate feedback autopilot and angular rate feedback+ overload feedback autopilot.
A. Coherence analyses of open-loop autopilot
Open-loop autopilot structure diagram with actuator characteristics ignored is shown in figure 1 .
Transfer function of open-loop autopilot is given as follows:
Considering the desired steady-state transfer gain is 1, there is,
Then,
The amplitude frequency characteristic and phase frequency characteristic formula is as follows:
It can be seen from the above analysis that the approximate condition of coherence is difficult to be satisfied with 
B. Coherence analyses of angular rate feedback autopilot
Angular rate feedback autopilot structure diagram with actuator and rate gyroscope characteristics ignored is shown in figure 2. Transfer function of angular rate feedback autopilot is given as follows:
Where,
The amplitude frequency characteristic and phase frequency characteristic formula is as follows: Transfer function of proportional type overload feedback autopilot is given as follows:
Considering the desired steady-state transfer gain is 1, there is，
It can be seen from the above analysis that proportional type overload feedback autopilot is satisfied with coherence condition.
2) Integral type overload feedback autopilot Transfer function of angular rate feedback loop is approximate to steady-state gain k  . Integral type overload feedback autopilot is shown in figure 4 with actuator and rate gyroscope characteristics ignored. 
Then, 
D. Compensation algorithm of phase delay of rolling missile actuator
The frequency band of rudder deflection angle of nonrolling missile is low, so phase delay of rolling missile actuator can be ignored. And phase delay of rolling missile actuator cannot be ignored because of the signal of rudder deflection angle is modulated by rotation. So it is necessary to research Compensation algorithm of phase delay of rolling missile actuator.
Lead corrector as follows can be designed to compensate the phase delay. Thus, actuator compensation algorithm is realized.
IV. CONCLUSION
With the research work in this paper, it can be drawn that not all kinds of autopilot structures can be designed with design method of non-rolling missile, and for those autopilot structures which can be designed with design method of nonrolling missile, some condition should be satisfied.
